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FoodVentures to
expand global
operations
Dutch greenhouse business that
prioritises underdeveloped supply chains
and markets will open new facility in China
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“We developed the market in Kazakhstan
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exporting mainly to Russia. The cities there
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China.

it exports tomatoes to Russia.
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company faced greater risk as a result of its
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“We’re doubling the size there and next
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FoodVentures’ first operation in Ukraine

significant for a country where things don’t

“The idea is to go close to the market, to the

was affected by the civil war in 2014, with
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He said the company was able to take
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region, where much of the unused gas is

authorities or the people who give permits
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“We use best-in-class technology, in practise
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Despite the challenges FoodVentures face,

– this is what everybody wants, high-

world starting with five hectares of

Van der Meer said the reward is great if the
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producers are committed to operating in

technology, and foreign investment. We hit

the difficulties and build a business that is

tough conditions, as well getting the
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backing of local communities.
“The difficulties are what make you stand
The feedback is very positive

out. This is not a normal environment but
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